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\Ve study degeneration for l + + 0 of the two-point boundary value problems 
r.*u := c((au’)’ + bu’ + cu) f xu’ ~ Au = h, u(+l) = .4 *B, 
and convergence of the operators T.+ and T,- on Ut( - I, 1) connected with 
them, 
T&c := T&I for all U E 9( T,+), 
4(T,‘):= :uE~%‘t(-l,l)~f~“E~*(-l,I)S;U(-l) = u(l) =O}, 
T,+rr := YU for all U E P( T,f). 
qT,+):= (UETP-I, l)].vr1’E~~(-1, I)&!U(-I) = u(l) = 0). 
Here E is a small positive parameter, A a complex “spectral” parameter; a, b 
and c are real W-functions, a(x) ;- y >n 0 for all s E [- I, I] and /I is a 
sufficiently smooth complex function. \Ve prove that the limits of the eigen- 
values of TE+ and of T,- are the negative and nonpositive integers respecti\rely 
by comparison of the general case to the special case in which a = 1 and 
b = c E 0 and in which we can compute the limits exactly. \Ve show that 
(T,’ - A)-’ con\-erges for c - +0 strongly to (T,+ - A)-’ if 2?# h > -4. 
In an analogous way, xve define the operator T;,, (rz E Pd) in the Sobolev space 
H;“( - 1, 1) as a restriction of rs+ and prove strong convergence of (T; n - A)-’ 
for E 4 +0 in this space of distributions if Rr A ;- --N - g . fVith aid of the 
maximum principle we infer from this that, if hew’, the solution of T~+U -AN = h, 
a( * 1) = .-I i B converges for E - +O uniformly on [- I, -p] u [p, I] to 
the solution of SU’ - AU = k, u( * 1) = .4 -+ B for each p ;, 0 and for each 
AE@ if -A$ k]. 
Finally we prove by duality that the solution of T<-U - AU = h converges to a 
definite solution of the reduced equation uniformly on each compact subset of 
(~ 1, 0) u (0, 1) if k is sufhciently smooth and if I - A F P.J. 
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It is our aim to study the convergence of the solutions of a sing&t-l!- 
perturbed two-point boundary value problem with turning point beha\-ior. 
\Ve consider the two bounda? \-alue problems on the interval [- I, I] \vith 
either a plus or a minus sign: 
c((a(.u) 11’)’ + h(x) II’ + c(s) 14) f x14 - .\rt = I/, (I.la*) 
u(l) = .-1 + B, u( - I ) = .-1 - B. (I.lb) 
in which E is a small positi\-e parameter, A is a (comples) “spectral” parameter 
and u, 6, c and /r are sul-ficientl!. s1llWth real functions with u(O) = 1 and 
a(s) -,: y :‘- 0 for all .v E [- I. I]; dependent on the sien in (I. la*) WC \\ill 
refer to problem (I. I+) or (l.lP) in the sequel. 
In recent work Ackerberg and (?‘RIalle!- [I], \\‘atts [Z]. and Cook and 
Eckhaus [3] show by formal as\-mptotic rspansions. that the solution of the 
boundary- \-alue problem (I .1-i is asymptoticall!- zero for c - +0 in the 
interior of the inter\-al [-I, I] except when .\ is (nearly) some nonpositive 
integer. At the esceptional points the formal approsimation is of order unit! 
inside. In [4] the author stated that this phenomenon, called “resonance” 
in [I]. is eshibited also b!- (t\\‘o-dimensional) elliptic boundary value problems 
of analogous types and that it is (likeI!- to he) causrd h!- a neighboring rigrn- 
value of the boundar!, \,aluc prohkm. 
In this paper we \\ill pro1.e b!- functional anal!-tic tools. that the esceptional 
points are the limits for E + +O of the cigen\~alues of an operator connected 
with (1. I). and WC will compute the limit for l - +O of the solution of (I. I ) 
when A is a fixed comples number and not equal to one of these limit points. 
Thr proof of conwrgencr of the spectrum is based on the fact that the 
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Hermite-oprrator can be calculated 
esactlj- and that the operator connected with Eq. (I. I a) is so close to this 
Hermite-operator if E is sutIicientl!- small. that the eigrnvalues have the same 
limits. From a “spectral” point of I-iew the phenomenon of resonance is 
mereI!- caused b!- the fact that the solution of a boundary value problem in 
general grows intinitr when the parameter A approaches an eigen\,alue. The 
proof of conwr,cence of the solution of problem ( I. I) is based on norm- 
estimates in some Sobole\- spncc- and a regularity proof b!- the masimum 
principle. 
\Ve begin in the nest section \vith some esamples of boundary wlue 
problems of type (1. I) in which esact calculations are possible and we give an 
esplanation for the phenomenon of “resonance.” In Section ? \\e state dome 
abstract prrturbation theorems (cf. [6] I and in 5ction -$ \w pro\‘c conwr- 
pcncc of the spectrum \I ith aid (,f these tiwr~mc. In Suction 5 w prw c 
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convergence of the solutions of problem (I. 1) and in a final section we indicate 
generalizations to elliptic problems in W, in which the operator degenerates 
to a first order operator with critical points, cf. [4. 51. 
It is to be remarked that the more general boundary value problem 
E(UPV + h + Ci’) + Ap” + 42’ = 0. (I .?a) 
where p and q are smooth functions and p(v) = 0 for all s E [-a, p], 
.P( --A) = .4, TV = B with Ll ‘., 0 and 12 :-’ 0, (I.Zb) 
can be transformed to a problem of the form (l.l*) depending on the sign 
of p. This is performed by first mapping the inter\-al [-A, /3] onto [- 1, l] 
b!, a smooth ditfeomorphism which maps zero on itself; doing this, equation 
(1 .?a) remains of the same form and ( 1 .?b) is transformed to 
eq - 1) := .J a n ll v( I ) = B. (I 2b’) 
Equation (I .?a) is reduced to the form (1.la-t). when we take 
with A : = -q(O),‘p(O) and when we rescale E in such a ~a!-. that the coefficient 
of II” at s = 0 equals I. 
AVotatiotu. 9 denotes the closed interval [- 1, I]. 2,” with tl E P denotes 
the Sobole\, space J$“(.J), cf. [7], equipped with the innerproduct ; , ,, 
and norm 11 I],,; in general the subscripts of . , ,, and 11 11” will be dropped. 
Yj” is the space Y”‘(S) equipped with the norm 
u’- 111 IL, := ( 1.’ / u(t,,‘elft)l L; 
‘-1 
we remark that 11 u // = II II 11,) = 1 u I3 (N.B. 1 A I denotes the absolute value 
of the number $1). 55”’ with ?I) E k1,, is the space of functions on .Y, whose wrth 
deriwtive is continuous; for II E X0 we denote by I II 1 )I: the masimum of II. 
PI,, is the set of nonnegatii-e integers and TJ the set of positive integers. 
52( Tj is the domain of an operator T, :S’( T) its range, u(T) its spectrum and 
p(T) its resolvent set; if P is a projection which commutes with Tit is assumed 
that PT is the restriction of T to s?(P). 
\Ve define the formal differential operators xc*. oC*, and T,* b\ 
?Tc*u : = a” f .YU’ (11’ : = lfI1 Xv). (I .3a) 
P,*u : = ,(au’) * .\.I(‘, (I .3b) 
T,*u : = c(au’)’ + rhu’ + 61‘11 * .su’, (1.3c) 
in lvhich CI. b and c are ‘C.“-functions on .-I’; n is strictly positive and a(O) = 1. 
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2. k.mWLEs AND AN ANALYSIS OF RESONANCE 
Consider the boundary value problem of t!-pe (I. I -) 
7-r-u - Au = 0, u( k I) = .-I 5 B. (2.1) 
By the transformation .v’I = Id, the equation z,-II = Au is transformed into 
the confluent hypergeometric equation 
(2.2a) 
and we find the independent solutions 
F($; ;; XZ12E) and sF(&\ + 3; 8; XyzE), (2.2b) 
in which F denotes the confluent hypergeometric (or Rummer’s) function. 
This function has the asymptotic behavior 
F(p; q; t) = z e/t’-q( I + P(t-I)) + .@np r(if)p) t-p(l + e(t-1)) (2.3) 
for p, q and t EC, p, q fised and 1 t 1 --c CC provided ] arg t 1 < 3rr/2. If -A 
equals the nonnegative integer N, one of the solutions of rr,-rc = Au is the 
nth Hermite-polynomial H,,(.r,i(2~)~ “). 
The solution of (2.1) is 
provided A is not an eigenvalue of problem (2.1) and it is unique. If ,\ is an 
eigenvalue the solution does not exist in general, and if it exists, it is not 
unique. The eigenvalues of (2.1) are the solutions of the equations 
F($X; f; I;&) = 0 and F(&i + $; a; I,Zc) = 0. (2.5) 
It is not difficult to show, e.g., by comparison to the Hermite-polyromials, 
cf. [5, Sect. 4fl. that for every h E [-311 - 2, -2n) the function F(&\; 4; 3) 
has n + I positive zero’s, the largest of which tends to infinity when 
A increases to -2n, and that F(&\ + +; 3; s’)) has ?z + I positive zero’s for 
every h E [-2n - 3, -2n - I), the largest of which tends to infinn\ 
when h + -2n - 1 - 0. So we find from (2.5) the set of eigenvalues 
{An(c) I n E F‘J,: with A,i E [-n - 2, -n) such that lim,,,, A,Jc) = -n. 
The eigenfunctions are F(dA.,,,(r); f; .+2c) and F($\,,,+l 
the eigenvalues AZ,,(~) and ‘z~z+l(,~)r respectively; 
(c) + f; 3; +Tc) at 
it is well known that this 
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set of eigenfunctions is complete. An idea of the distance between A,(E) and 
--n is obtained when we insert (2.3a) into (2.5) and equate the main terms to 
zero; this results in 
,jn(<) = -n - (2,a)l,” E-l:fr~-fl-ll:il~n! (1 + (ye)) (E - +O), (2.6) 
and we see that this distance is exponentially small for every n. 
By formula (2.3) we find also the asymptotic behavior for E - +0 of the 
solution of (2.1): 
= (=I 1 s 1 + Bs) 1 s IAm2 esp((se - 1);26) (1 + P(c.Y-‘)), if -A $ N,, 
ll(.v; -2n, 6) 
(2.7a) 
= A4.@( 1 + P(a-‘)) + B.v-*~‘-~ esp((s’ - 1);2~) (I + P(e+)), (2.7b) 
U(S; --2t1- I,() 
= .I.Y-*~-* exp((.G - I), 2~) (I + P(E.+)) + B.++r( l + e’(~.+)). 
(2.7c) 
Furthermore we can find constants k, and k, (cf. [5, Sect. 91 or [4, Sect. IO]) 
such that 
1 u(.v; ~1, <)I < &(I r(&l)l + 1 T(&\ + i)I) &-l),* esp(- 1’2~) 
+ k, 1 .Y l,‘-l esp((.u* - l),‘2~) 
(2.7d) 
when c is sufficiently small. These formulas do not contradict the nonesistence 
of the solution of problem (2. I) at the eigenv-alues ,\,(c) since (2.7a. b, c) are 
valid only fised h and for E sufficiently small. \!‘e see from formulas (2.7) that u 
is esponentially small (for E --t +O), except when h equals a nonpositive integer. 
This phenomenon of sudden growth of the solution was called “resonance” 
in [I]. ;Zs far as we know, no satisfactory esplanation has been given up to now. 
The solution U(X; A, l ) of (2. I) is for each l > 0 a meromorphic function of A 
which has poles at the eigenvalues A,(C) of (2. I); when ,I tends to an eigenvalue 
A,(C), the solution tends to infinity. Clearly the nonpositive integers are so 
near to the eigenvalues for each E, that the influence of the poles of u(.Y; A, l ) 
is felt strongly at these points and the asymptotic behavior (for E + +O) is 
changed totally. In fact, it is very accidental that the solution of a boundary 
value problem of type (I. I) has such a well-behaved asymptotic form as 
(2.7b, c) is for E + +O, when at the same time the parameter h approaches a 
pole (at which the solution grows beyond bound). It is obvious that, when we 
approach the point (-II, 0) in the A-e-space C A (0, Q,] via another path, the 
resulting asymptotic form might be completely different. This is illustrated 
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by the fact that “resonance” disappears, when we add a (1.cry) small per- 
turbation to Eq. (2.1 j. 
Consider the boundary \-alue prnblem 
E(U” + au) - xu’ - Au = 0. 
which has the solution 
u( 3: I ) = .J c B. (2.8) 
provided A is not an eigen\-alue of (2.8). It is easily seen that the eigenfunctions 
of (2.8j are the same as those of (2.1); hence the spectrum of (2.8) is the set 
{l\,r(~) + Et 1 II E F.1,:. By analogy to (2.7a) we find from (2.3) the asymptotic 
form of u, , 
zf~(.s; A, E) = (.-I ( .\’ ( + Bs) ) .s I.‘-? ly((.\ ~ 1) 3, (I + eics-2)) 
(E - -to). (2.1Oj 
Aid for all (fised) A EC and f E P. t = 0. \\‘e conclude irum this that the 
phenomenon of “resonance” disappears as soon as the additional perturbation 
is switched on in (Z.&l); the reason is that the distance hctween -11 and 
,\,, + of with t = 0 is so large alread!- in comparison \\ith the difference 
between A,, and --II, cf. formula (2.6). that the influence of the pole of 
u,(x: A. l ) at A = A,,(C) + et on the magnitude of rr,(.\; --II. E) is negligible 
for all t ‘., 0 and all II < i Ji, _ 
The boundary value problem 
?T<f.Z’ - pz’ = 0, .z,( i I ) = .d k B, (‘.I 1) 
of type (1 .I +) is connected to problem (2.1) by the transformation 
-P(X) := U(S) esp(( 1 - .s2j.!2r), .t =p + 1. (1.12:l 
Clearly the eigzn\.alues of (2.1 I) are the numbers /L,~(c) := X,J,) - 1 and 
the eigenfunctions are F(- +Jc); f; -A~/?,) and F(- &.r,,+l(~) t- i; $; 
-.v3/2<). If /A is not an cigen\-alue, the solution of (2.1 I) is 
and if p is fked and ,l =I -1, -2, etc., it has the asymptotic behavior for 
E’fO 
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Analogously, YI shows “resonance” when p equals a negative integer, which 
disappears when we add to (2. I 1) a small additional perturbation of the same 
type as before. 
In view of later use we reformulate the result we obtained in this section 
on convergence of eigenvalues. Define on the Hilhert space .K,” (= P(Y)) 
the operators I7,+ and f&- h! 
\\‘e did prove the following result (cf. formulas (2.6) and (2.12)). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let ~(l7-) = ;,\k(cj 1 k E r’J,,; br the spectrum of II,-, 
in which the eigemalues are vrdered in such a way thnt Ai mL ‘:- &.for all k E rd. 
then the kth e@vwalrte satisfies the asynptotic .forrrrrrh 
,\JE) = -k + (; (e-I “cc-J.-l1 ?I,‘,&!) (c - +oj. 
II2 addition the spertrum ofI7,+ is the set o(lT,+) = il\C(~) - I 1 k E PI). 
3. FUSSTRACT PERTLIRBATION THEOREMS 
In this section we state some theorems on linear operators on a Banach 
space; we will not define all notions used here and refer to [6]. 
Let Z, and Zz be two closed sets in C; their distance is defined h! 
dist(1, . Z) : = inf{l s - J’ 1 1s E .Yl , ?* c Z.,:. 
This distance function defines a topology on the closed subsets of C. 
Let (A, 11 11) be a Banach space and let T be a denseI!, detined closed 
linear operator on 3, which has a compact inrerse, then T satisfies the 
following well-known results. 
THEOREM 3.1. The spectrum CJ( T) vf T consists entire!\8 of isolated e&en- 
zqalues vf finite ndtiplicit~~ without finite points of arrrrmulcztivt~. If A is in the 
resoltlent set p(T) : = C ‘,o( T) and ;f T is nornml. then 
II( T - ,\)-I 11 = I,‘dist(.\, o(T)). (3.1) 
Proof. See [6, III, Theorem 6.29, and Y. Sect. 3.81. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let r be n dosed ~ortimr cwz’e (of finite length j r I) iti p(T) 
zchirh separates c(T) in the parts 2” and .F, and which enclvse.~ 23; then the 
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operator P : = (I /2rri) Jr (T - ,I)-’ dA is a prqection qf finite rank, which 
commutes with T atrd is such that u(PT) = 1’ and u(( I - P) T) = Z’; if T 
is selj-adjoint then P is orthogonal and 11 P 11 =- I. 
Proof. See [6, III, Theorem 6.171. 
Let .-I be a densely defined operator on J, which is T-bounded, i.e., 
9(.-l) 1Q( T) and I! .Ju 11 czI A 11 u 11 + 1-3 11 Tu 11 for all u EG(T) and for some 
nonnegative numbers A and $. Let 0 E p(T) and y : = /) T-l 11; let I be the open 
interval I : = {t E R ( I t 1 <: (ay + /3)-l} and let T, be the family of operators 
T! : = T + t-4 for all 1 E I. Then we have the following results. 
THEOREM 3.3. T, is closed and has a (compact) bounded inversefor ail t E I; 
the inverse satisfies 
II T;’ II : y( I - I f I (v + 8))-‘, (3.2) 
(I T;’ - T,-‘/I = ll(s - t) T.T’.-lT;’ I/ 
I s - t I Y(W + 8) 
(3.3) 
‘; (I - IsI(‘“y+/3))(1- Itl(ay+P)). 
Proof. See [6, I\-, Theorem I. 161. 
Remark. The family T, is called “continuous in gap,” cf. [6, I\-. Sect. 21. 
THEORERI 3.4. Let the closed Jordan curve r (I r I < #CO) be contained 
in p(T), separate u(T) in the parts .E’l and Z” and enclose Z’. Define 
pi := mas,,,ll(T - A)-’ 11 NM/ 1 : = ft E R 1 I t I < (aJ + 13)-I:. Then the 
fami!y of operators 
P, : = ( I hi j 1 ( TI - A-’ d.1, 
-r 
I E I, 
is a family of bounded projections qfjinite constant rank, which is continuous in 
t; P, commutes with T, Furfltermore L’/’ : = u(P,T() and Z12 : = u(( I - P,) T,) 
are separaled b!l r for all t E I. and Zrl depends continuously on t. 
Proof. From (3.2) it is clear that rC p( T,) for all t E I, hence, according 
to Theorem 3.2, P, is a well-defined bounded projection of finite rank which 
commutes with T, . The continuity of P, with respect to t is an immediate 
consequence of formula (3.3). 
II p, - p, II 
,.: Is- t1(2=)-‘1rld(lld+i3)(1 - ItI(~d+,W1(l - IsI(~~d+/3))-L 
(3.4) 
and hence its rank is constant (and equal to the total multiplicity of z’). 
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Now P,T, is a continuous family of operators of (constant) finite rank, so the 
spectrum Z;r depends continuously on t (cf. [6, II. Theorem 5.11). Q.E.D. 
Remark. In fact all eigenvalues of T, are continuous at t = 0. 
THEOREM 3.5. If T and .4 act on the Hilbert space (2., : . . ). if T is 
semibounded and T - ,\ has a compact imerse for some A EC and (f -4 is 
T-bounded, I/ .4u 11 :, ,z 1) 14 (I + j3 il Tu 11 f or all N E 8(T). with /3 <.z: +, then 
T + .-I - A has a compact inverse for some A E C. 
Proof. Assume ;ITu, N ,-:G 0 for all u E 2( T), then we have 
11 Tu - Au ll,‘jl u 1) > ( de,‘Tu - Au. u,,\/lI u !I? 
> 2.6 A. if 26 A ‘> 0. 
Since I/ -4~ 11 < (CZ + p I A I) (1 u 11 + /lII Tu - Au 11, with p < $, we can find 
by Theorem 3.3 a positive real number 5 such that T + .-I - E has a compact 
inverse. Q.E.D. 
4. THE CONVERGENCE 0~ THE Swzrrcm 
In this section we prove that the limiting set for c 4 +O of the spectra 
of all boundary value problems of type (I. I +) and (I. l-) are identical to the 
sets of negative and of nonpositive integers respectively. \Ve restrict attention 
to the problem of type (I. I +), since a problem of type (I. I-) is transferred to 
type (I .I +) by taking its adjoint. The essence of the proof is the comparison 
of the eigenvalues of the general problem (I. I +) to those of the special prob- 
lem (2.1 I), in which the limits are known. \Ve connect the operator of the 
general problem to the special one by a one-parameter gap-continuous farnil! 
of operators and construct a set of approximate eigenfunctions for all members 
of the family simultaneously. We then prove that the limit of an eigenvalue 
does not depend on the parameter. 
On the Hilbert space so0 of square integrable functions on the interval 
.Y = [- I, l] we define the operators l7,+, 0,’ and T,+ by the restrictions of 
7r,+, 0,+ and r,+ to the domain 9, 
~::={~EH~~~~“EH~“&.(~I) =O) (4.la) 
n,+u : = R,fU, o,+u : = P,+u 
and 
T,+u : = T,+U for all 24 E L?. 
(4.lb) 
For (4, t) E (0, I] x [0, I] we now define the family T,., , 
T r,, : = (I - t) I7,+ + to,+. (4.lc) 
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Clearly T,., equals I7,-; we will pro\-e that T,,, differs little from T,+ and that 
the family T,., is continuous in gap-topology jointly in (e, t): 
Lmn1.t 4. I. There e,vist constatrts c’,, . dependirg on!\- on tire fumtions a, b 
atul c. such that the itrequalities 
(4.3a) 
(42h) 
(4.2c) 
are satisfiedfor all (c? t) and (6, s) E (0, I] ;. [0, I] and 11~52’. 
Proof The function (In : = I - t + ta(.s) is strict!\- positisr for 
0 5; t z< I, hence for each II E 9, d E % ‘- and for each positive number i we 
ha1.e 
I, l/U’. u’ I 1 li a[ I ,. l?,U’. 11’ 
= - I dm, I,. (a~‘)‘, u ‘. I d:lI, I, II II II u II 
: f I d’a, I+ (P Ilhu’)’ II + II u II $1. 
(4.3) 
\Vith the choice p = E:I d/al 1%. and ~1 = a,’ - aI this results in 
/I l (a+‘)’ + xu /I2 
= 11 E(a,u’)’ l/f + 11 .yu~ 11-1 + E 1’ x{(atu’) ’ U’ + u’(agi’)‘} ds 
1 
= 11 ~(a+‘)’ 11’ + 11 su 11’ + [6sa,u’zi’]Y, + /e(sa,’ - at) u’, u’:) 
-2 gcr Il(a,u’)’ 114 + 11 xl l/i - gc’ 11 u 114, ,. 
where C? : = ma%..-,,,, I I - .~,‘/a, Ix; taking the square roots we obtain 
II T,,,u II + C II u II ;> tc II(~) /I + 4 II su’ II . (4.4) 
Since a, - a, = (;‘(t - s) and lj T,,,u i/ .:i 11 ~(a+‘) I/ + 11 w’ 11 , we can find 
the constants C, in (4.2h-c) easily- from (4.4); for computation of C, and C, 
we have to use in addition inequa!itv (4.3) with d = ha and p = I F. 
Q.E.D. 
Since T,,, - A has a compact inverse for a!! (e9 t) E (0, I] 2. [0, I] and for 
some h E @, this lemma and the Theorems 3. I and 3.4 guarantee the continuity 
of a!! eigenvalues of T,,, as functions of E and t. They however do not gi\e 
information on the rapidity of change with l and t of an eigenvalur. for no 
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suitable estimate on II(T,,r - A-l 11 . with A E p(T,,,), by a function of the 
distance between h and u( T,.,) is available, since T,,, is not normal. This can 
be amended b!- a change of the inner product. Let e,, be the space 
with 
equipped with the inner product (u, ~7) #+ ,:u, CL’W,,~ . Since zo,,, is bounded on 
[-I, I] from above and from below by positive constants, the norms 
f- llfll and f~-+ Ilfr~,,~ 11 are equivalent (though not uniformly!) and 
X.1 3 ZOO. \\‘hen we consider T,,, as an operator on Q C $,, instead of 
Y C Ys”, we have made T,,, self-adjoint without changing its spectrum. In 
order to be able to compare the elements of the family T,,, in a way analog- 
ous to Lemma 4.1 we map x,I onto &O by the unitar!- transformation 
~?~,~:f~fi~~,~. This induces the mappings 
(4Sa) 
(4Sb) 
since TS,, is self-adjoint and a(Tc+) = I. These operators satisfy: 
LEhlhI.4 4.2. There exist constants C, , depending on!v on the functions a, b 
and c. such that the inequalities 
11 T&4 - Tc+u 11 :$ l ‘~‘(C, II R.,~ II + c, II 7.4 II), (4.6a) 
II Rtu - c,9u II G I s - t I (C, II R,,u II + c, II 11 II), (4.6b) 
II Lu - %,u Ii 5 c-’ I 6 - 6 I (C, II c.ru II + c, II 11 II) (4.6~) 
are satisfied for all (E, t) and (6, s) E (0, I] x [0, I] and u E 4. 
Proof. For any u ~9’ we have 
II TJJ + $4 11’2 
= /I C(U(U’)’ 112 + II s’u,‘(4ca,)ll’ + f I/ su’ IIf - (((x74a,)’ a()’ u, u:> 
55 /I E(U,U’) 112 + II .r’u!(4ra,)ll” + 4 II XI0 112 - /I I.4 (12 ;a$ l((.t-“/4al)’ a,)’ 1 
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Formulas (4.6a, b, C) are now derived analogously to Lemma 4.1. Q.E.D. 
Further information on the spectrum of T,,, w get from the functions x,, , 
,y,,(.r; c) : = esp( -x2/&) HJ.Y/(ZE)~~~). (4.7) 
which appear to be approximate eigenfunctions of i’(,, for all c and t. First 
we prove: 
Ltmm 4. The functions ,y,, satisf\ 
(I (T(,, + n) jliml I] = P(d:‘W.‘f), c-+0. (4.8) 
unifort&~ for al/ (?I, t) E N ,’ [0, I]. 
Proof. From the well-known relations for the Hermite-polynomials we 
get 
XX,, = (3)’ 2 (?lx,,ml + &,,+1)* 
xn’ = p-1 2 (nxn-l - $x,l+,), 
(I x,~ I,” = (.&)I,“’ [““-‘sz esp( -.G) H,‘(x) ds :..: (27w)‘~‘” 2”n! 
- -,.‘c)-l” 
(4.9a) 
(4.9b) 
(4. I Oa) 
From (4.1Oa) we easilv find an E, y 0 such that the inequalit! 
11 XVI 11 :I-: (277,)1!” 2~~,yn!)l,~ ‘.. 2 II Xn II (4. I Oh) 
is satisfied for all E E (0, E,,]. Since ,yn is a solution of the equation 
6x; + (PI + ; - ,S?,‘463 x1 = 0 
and since R E ‘G-‘, a(0) = I and hence (a - 1)/s is bounded, we find constants 
Ck such that 
ll(Tc.t + n + I) i,, II = II rt(a - I) 2;; + ~ta’j,~’ + (s2,‘4ca,) (a - I) 2. /I 
.:: (EC1 /I xp; II + CC, /I in’ I/ + c-T, 11 .+, II). 
Straightforward calculation with use of (4.9a-b) and (4. lob) results in formula 
(4.8). Q.E.D. 
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Remark. The functions xn are not elements of 9, since xn( k 1; c) f 0; 
this is easily amended, when we subtract from xn the constant function 
xn( I ; E) if II is even and the linear function sxn( I ; e) if n is odd. Doing this 
we add only an exponentially small (for E -+ +0) term to xIE which can 
easily be neglected in all calculations. 
Now we are able to prove the main theorem on convergence of the eigen- 
values of T,+. Since the boundary conditions of the second order differential 
operators T,+ and T,,, are separated, all eigenvalues have multiplicity one; 
we order them in such a way that 
a(T,+) = (/A~(<) 1k E LA;, with 36 p1+1(‘) < L2’( /Q(E), 
u( T,,,) = jrJ(~, t) 1 k E N) with ,Iktl(~, rj i X,(E, t). 
THEOREM 4.4. Zf U( T,+) = (Pi 1 k E ldJ, tken the kth eigenzwlue satisfies 
tile mJmptotic fortnula 
/Lo = -k + C’(E’ 2k3,“), forr + +o. (4. I I ) 
Proof. Define the open disk D(uR, r) by D(z, r) : = {ZL E @ [ / w - z [ < r) 
and define the set Ii-& b! 
If’,.(r) := (,,Q D(-j,r)) u {z E C 1 I z I 2 k + 1 - r). 
Choose for each tz E PA a positive real number s,~ such that the following 
condition is satisfied: if X E pfrf,,,) n D(0, n + I) for some pair (G t) E (0, I] :,’ 
[0, I], and if dist(/\, u(T~,.~)) ;z i, then h E~(T~,<) for all s E [t - s,, , t + sn] n 
[0, I]. Since we have, by Lemma 4.2. 
we infer from the normality of Fe,, and from Theorem 3.3 that by the choice 
s, : = (3%, + (3n + 5) C,)-’ the condition on s,, is satisfied for all n E N 
at once. 
Let lj E FJ be fised and let tn be such that x,:I::‘+, sj :-J I. In Theorem 2. I 
we proved that &(E, 0) = -k + P(c-“e-l If), so let q, :, 0 be such, that 
u( TE.,) c TV .+,,,( &) for all E E (0, E,,]. By Theorem 3.3 it then follows that 
o(T<,,) C H’,+,(i) for all E E (0, co] and t E [0, sn+,J; furthermore since 
D( -k, 6) n CT(T<,J = {A,(<, 0)) for k 6: n + m we have also D(-k, 4) n 
u(T<,~) = (A,(E, 1)). Let P,,,,k be the projection 
PC.,.,, : = (1/27ri) 1 (Test - A-’ dh (with k < n + m); 
- aof-k.l/2) 
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it is orthogonal and it commutes with Te,, . and hence we haw 
lI(L + k) X,.-l II2 
,l(T&, + k)(l - P*,,.r)i,;-l II ,.I ill(l - P‘.l.k)~,L1 ;;. (4.13) 
From the inequalities (4.8), (412j and (4.) 3j we see that lI( 1 - P,,l,k));.l.-l II---+ 0 
if l - +O and hence Ij P,,,,l.i,C jl -+ I if E --f +O; this means that we have b!- 
formula (4.8) 
‘\,J’, f) = --k + b.(E’ VP). c++o, (4.14) 
for all t E [0, s,,,,,,] and all R 6, 11 + ItI. Since the unbounded component of 
Ii’,,+,,,(i) is contained in 11. ,li ,,,-l(+), it follo\\s from (4.14) that we can choose 
an E~ :6 c,, such that 
4R..,,+,fi ) c I .,,“,-,(k! for all 6 t (0. EJ. 
Now WC can prow (4.13) for all t F [O. s,,,,,, + s ,,+,,,- J and all 
k :d;. n + 111 - 1 in the same \\-a!- as is dune above. After nr steps, formula 
(4.14) is proved for all t E [O. ~~~,~,“+, si] 3 [O. I] and for all k ,z; II. From 
formula (46a). we tind that 1 Ar(c, I) - itI. : 9 ‘(C*? + K,). hence b> 
(4.14) we find (4.1 I j. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.5. If T,- is the restr.iction of TV- to 9 and if u(T,-) = 
{C’,;(E) j k E r.4: wit/r d, I’h+l (c) 2, I.~,(E), thetr each ei&m.~alue satisfes 
,.,J,<) = --k + I + (;“(<I ‘k” ‘). .forc+ +o. (4.15) 
Prooj. If (T,-)” is the adjoint of T,-. then it is easily- seen that (T,-) +. - 1 
satisfies all conditions of Theorem 4.4, hence formula (4.15) is a simple 
consequence of (4. I I). Q.E.D. 
5. CONVERGENCE OF THE OPERATOR AND ITS RESOLVENT 
\Ve now want to answer the question what “limits” could be assigned to 
the operators T,+, cf. (4.1 b), and T,-. Obviously we ha\-e the convergence 
T,*u - &.w’ if E - +O for all u E(YE H,” 1~” E H,O); the problem is 
whether it is possible to assign a domain to the formal limit operators 
+ v(tf;‘dv), such that the resolvents of the resulting operators are (in some 
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sense) the limits of the resolvents (T,* - A)-’ of T,+ and T,-. IVhen this 
question is settled, we can go back to the problems (I. I *) and construct the 
limits of their solutions for all values of A for which we proved convergence 
of (T,* - X)-l. 
a. The question, to what limits the solutions of the problems (I. I=) 
converge, has been answered partially, namely, in case A is a positive number 
(cf., for instance, [4] dealing with the analogous problem for elliptic opera- 
tors); for the problem (I. I +) we have 
LEMMA 5. I. If A E R. .\ .:.’ 2 and ij II E K2. llierr Ike solulion II, of Ike 
boundary value problem 
7,fU - Au = Il. U(il) = -4 + B, (Lla) 
coweyes for E + +O unifornt!~~ to tlte so/u/ion II,, of rite boundur?~ wlue problent 
sli - Au = Il. u( * I) = .-I k B. (S. I b) 
and flie convergence is of order C(E). i.e.. u, - u,, = C’(E). 
Remark. The first order boundary value problem (5.1 b) has to be con- 
sidered in fact as two distinct boundary \-alue problems on the half-open 
intervals [-I, 0) and (0, I], respectively. 
Prmf. The solution of (5.1 b) is 
u,,(.\) := .4 I \‘ 1.’ + B.Y 1 v I.‘-1 + l’= h(t) (s t)” (dr’t) 
-r III 
and it is not difficult to see that its first and second deri\-atives are continuous 
at s = 0. So we can find a constant K such that 
I((~f’dv) a(li,cf.v) + b(d d.\) + c) u0 lx 1 K([ II lT + 1 k’ 1,. + I It” I.,) 
(/ . [ ;. is the mas-norm). 
From this inequality it follows that 
with 
Ii-() := A-(( II lx:. + 111’ II- + 111” I,), 
for all SE 4, so -K,, & (uC - uO) cannot have positive maxima in the 
interior of .f. Since II,( f I) - u”( f 1) = 0, we find the inequalit! 
- EKo * (UC - U”) zg 0. Q.E.D. 
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\!‘hen we define the operator TO+ h\ 
TO+u : = .vu’ for all u E C2( T,,+) : = {v E H,” 1 xv E Ho0 & v( * I) = 0). 
we can formulate the lemma in a different \vay. namely, 
“If h E R and A :‘> 2. then the resolvent (T,+ - A-l of T,+ converges 
on a dense subset qf Ho0 to the resolzmt (T,)+ - X)-l.” 
By an argument similar to that of [5, VIII, Sect. I] we now extend this 
result to all of H,,O and to all A E c with .:@c .\ .., - i. 
THEOREM 5.2. If A E @ and {f :2 ( .\ ... - f, then the resokmt (T,+ - A-’ 
converges stron&* to (T,,+ - A-l .for E + +O. 
Proof. For all v E B with 11 elII = 1 the operator O,+ (cf. (4.lb)) satisfies 
for all v E Q(To+) with II 71 I( = I and X EC, :%‘I, A .... - 4. From inequalit! 
(S.2a) and Theorem 4.4 we infer that T, - h is invertible and 
liry;\? Il(T+ - .\)-I I( = (i + 31 A-’ if dr A -.. - i. (5.3) 
In order to prove that To+ - A has a bounded inverse we consider the 
adjoint (To+) *. 
(To+)” u = -.w’ - u for all II E Q(( T,,+) ‘.) = iv E Ho0 I w’ E H,O}. 
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The equation -.w’ - u = Au does not ha\-e square integrable solutions on 
.P if WA X > - $, so the null-space of (T,+ - A)* is zero and the range of 
T,+ - A is dense in H,O in that case. Since d(T,+ - A) is closed by inequalit! 
(5.2b) we conclude that T,+ - h has a bounded in\,erse if 94 A 1~ - $. 
In the previous lemma we showed that (T,+ - A-’ II converges to 
(7’,,+ - A)-’ h for all A in a dense subset of H,” if h f R and A ::. 2; in vieIt 
of (5.3) this means that (T,+ - A-’ converges strongly to (T,+ - Am’ for 
c + +O. By analytical continuation we estend this result to ail A EC with 
9’; A :l - 4. Consider the Neumann series 
(T,+ - p)-’ = c (/I - A)” (T,’ - ,\)-hml. 
l.=l) 
By (5.2) the series converges in the operator norm for each E ;> 0 and for all 
TV E @ with 1 A - p / -: & + 9, A - KE. If (T,+ - A-l converges strongl! 
for E -+ +O, all its powers and hence the infinite sum and (T,+ - p)-1 con- 
verge strongly too if 1 p - A 1 SC: ? + dc A. 1\‘e conclude from this that 
(T,+ - A-’ converges strongI!- to (T,+ - ,\)-’ for E - +0 if d( .\ 3‘. - g. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.3. The solution u, of the bounriar?~ value problem 
r,+u - Au = II, u( * I) = .-I * B, h E H,,“. (5.4) 
conaer~es in H,,Q for each A E C with 2 6 A ;.. - f andfor 6 + +0 to the solution 
UIJ of 
.ui - Au = h, u( k I) = .d k B, (5.5) 
i.e., 
u&v) = .-I 1 s 1,’ + Bs 1 .v IA-l + 1’ h(t) (s/t)” (dt,t). 
-2 1x1 
Proof. The function v,(s) := u,(x) - .4 - Bs is an element of 9 and 
(Tr+ - A) v, converges (in Hoe) to h + h1 + (A - I) B for t + $0. Since 
MT, + - A)-’ I/ is uniformly bounded if l is in some closed interval [0, t,,] and 
if dr h > - 4, the function I’, = (T,+ - A)-’ (h + X.4 + (A - I) Ba) con- 
verges by the preceding theorem to 
(T, - A)-‘@ + ,\.I + (A - I) Bs) 
= -4 1 s 1,’ - .-I + Bs I s IA-1 - Bx + 1’ h(t) (s/t) (&jr), 
‘.I Irl 
hence u, comerges to u0 in H,,O for l --f +O. Q.E.D. 
b. It is possible to generalize Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 5.3 to all 
Y’* spaces with I < p < CC. After obvious modifications in the domains of 
the operators T,+, O,+ and T,+ we obtain 
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THEOREM 5.4. If h E @ arrd .2’~ A :.. - I lp, the resohmt (TF+ - ,I)-’ 
comerges strotzg!v (in Yn) to (T,,+ - A)-Ifor E + +O. 
Proof. The only points in the proof of this theorem that differ from the 
proof of Theorem 5.2 are the estimates (5.&b). The!- have to be changed in 
~ TtiArr - .\u 1,. (( I /p, + ./Ad A .-- A-,$) / N iI) (5.6) 
for all E :::O, UEQ(T~~) and AEC \vith .~‘t A -. -(l/p) + K,,c. 
In order to prow (5.6). let q be the conjugated number, (I/p) + (I /y) = I ; 
if u E Y’l’ and j II I,, = I, then u / II I”-? E P and 1 II 1 u )+4 1,) = I. For all 
II E 5’( T,+) \\ith ) II I,, = I we have 
I 2, \,(a,‘)’ +- su - .\u, N I u j”-2 .I 
(by integration by parts) 
I p + 2, .\ + &(p - I p - 2 1) au’. 14’ 1 i4 I”-“, , 
if dc A -. - I p, 
and furthermore we have for all positive numbers I 
Hence we can iind a constant A I, such that (5.6) is satisfied. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The generalization of C’orollnr?- 5.3 to Y/‘-space is obvious. 
c. In or&r to prove con\‘ergence to the left of the line 1, A = - I, 
on which the limit of the tiret rigenvalue is located, we have tn enlarge the 
space on \vhich the formal operator 7t and its restrictions act, in such a 
wa\- that it contains distributions. This is motivated by the observation that 
th; (approrimate) eigrnfunctions esp( --.&:13~) x,,(s; l ) of T,+. cf. formula 
(4.7). converge (after a suitable renormalization) in the space of Schwartz 
distributions on .Y to the derivati\w of the Dirac S-distribution for E + +O. 
as is easily seen from the idrntit! 
esp( -- \.‘) 4E) ,y.,(s: E) = esp( -.v”ZC) H,,(s (S)‘:“) 
z ( - I )‘, (3E)‘I ‘1 (‘1 t/s)” esp( ~ \.2 2E). 
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Furthermore the distributional solutions of the “limit’‘-equation XU’ = AU 
are given b! 
,aFff(l x 1,‘) + /3ff(s ) s IA-*) if -A 4 N , (57a) 
\l~/(.P) + ps’“-l’ if - ,I = II E r:.d (5.7b) 
(See [9, iT, 6; 181.) The symbol Pf denotes the “pseudofunction” (cf. [9, II, 
Sect. 2, Esemple 31); ,I an d 1-3 are arbitrary constants. These distributions can 
be identitied with square integrable functions iff .#d A . - i; for .+‘, A -5 
J - rr (fl E F:l) they are elements of the larger Sobolev space H,;", since 2 
they are equal to the nth generalized derivatives of linear combinations of the 
square integrable functions s ,+ 1 s ( ‘+,I and v + .v 1 .v 1’ ‘:-I if A Z= -11 and 
ofs#-+.v/l s Iandx-tlog~s ifh = -nincase --II - + <.4’~,\ CC: --1l + f 
(cf. [9, II, 7; 27-29-301). S o we are going to reformulate the boundary value 
problem in the space Hi". 
First we shall recall some facts about Sobole\, spaces. The space H,," with 
M E P.1 is the closure of %.,,‘-(./) with respect to the norm u - jJ I[ /In : = 11 uttLJ II,,: 
it is a Hilhert space with respect to the inner product II. v ,, : = ‘~“~1, v(” 0 . 
Since there exist positive numbers y,, ~ such that 
II 11 II,) -< Yh II u l11, for all u E H,," and n E IA. (5.84 
each Ir c Ho0 defines the continuous linear functional II - N, II ,) on H,,", 
which we will identify with h; its norm 
(I It II--), : I= sup Il\U. 11 ,I 
rrEH,,“.llu’l,,= I 
satisfies 
II 11 /IL ,.< Yn II 1) II,, for all /r E H,,O an d ?zEN. (58b) 
The closure Hi" of H,," with respect to the norm /I \I-,, is the , -dual of 
Horn (cf. [7, III, Sect. IO]). 
The differentiation operator (n/A)‘; is estended to an operator on Hi" b! 
dualit!-, 
(ddty /I, u : = (- I )” !h, P’, for all UE H:'" and PIE H,;". 
By this definition (ci/d.~)~ is an operator of Hi" onto H;,r-a, whose kernel is 
the span of {I, s,.... x”-‘~. Hence its adjoint (-pi/&)” is a one-to-one mapping 
of Hl+' into Ho", whose range is the 1.) ,,-orthogonal complement of 
{ I, s...., .J?} and which is isometric by definition of the norms in Hzfk and 
Hon. Since Ho" is a Hilbert space with respect to the inner product : . .‘I” , 
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we can find for ever\’ functional h E Hi” esactlv one 2’ E H,,“, such that 
(u.h = II. z’ ,, for all u E /f,,‘* and we have 
IVe conclude that the mapping A,, : := (-I)” (dlci.~)~” is an isometric iso- 
morphism of H,* onto Hi”; defining the operator I,, : = (d/A)” J;‘. we can 
express the norm and inner product in Hi” into those of H,,” by the rules 
(5.9,) 
(5.9b) 
From what is said above it follows that Jn is an isometric isomorphism of Hi” 
onto the orthogonal complement of the set {I, s...., Y”-~I in H,“; WC can also 
say that Jn stands for a n-fold repeated integration, corrected in such a wa! 
that J,,u is orthogonal to the set 1 I, .s ,.... .I+‘;. This results in the commuta- 
tion relation 
for all II E H,Y”+~ with k :. II. 
(5. IO) 
in which .=P,, is the orthogonal projection on ; I, .s . . . . I .v-II in H,,‘19 
,t-1 
.rP,,u : = ,;” &(2k + I ‘) i u, P,; ,, P,, 1 II E H,,“. 
where Pk is the kth Legendre polynomial. From (5.10) we find the inequalit! 
II ufri’ II-,, = II( I - .-P,J (4’~~)‘~ J,,u Ito = II( I ~ .Y,) u II” 2.; II u II,] (5.1 I) 
for all u E If,,‘) and since in addition the ranges of J,, and .Y,, are orthogonal 
we find also the identit\- 
/u”:‘, “L’ ~,, = J,,u’L’. J,e~q o = ‘(d/h)’ J,,u. J,,c ,, (5.12) 
valid for all U, ‘~3 E Hk-” with R :s;. n. By this identity we are able to determine 
the adjoint of a differential operator in Hi” and to decide whether it is inver- 
tible or not. 
LEnInI. 5.5. The operator S on Hi” dt+ed h\m 
P(S) : = ;u E Hi” 1 u’ E H,;” & (J,,u) (fl) = O;, 
Su : = (au’)’ + bu’ + cu for all 24 E O(S), 
with coefil.ients a, b, and c in ‘6” and with a(x) y. Ojor all s E 4, is semibounded 
from abozqe. and S - .\ has a compact inverse for some A E C. 
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Proof. From Leibniz’ rule we easily derive 
p(d:d.ly q = i (- I)” (;) (d/d.v)“-‘; (p’q), 
I. =” 
hence any u Ed satisiies by (5.9b) and (5.12) 
.:(au’)‘. IA -,, = - ..\J,,fzZl’, J,$l’ 0 = - J&7( -ffjd.V)” J,U’, J,,u’: () 
= - i. (- I )<‘-a (It,) ‘,, J,(d’ff.vy (fPJJl’), J”21”~(, 
(5.13a) 
- I 1 ,‘a 1;’ II Jr? II: 
,:bu’. u ‘~-1~ to (;) 1 b(‘;’ I ,. II J.u’ It,, Il(h’~)“-” 43 Ilo 7 (5.13b) 
Ii 
,cu, u -n ‘. ‘& (;) I 2” I, II Jnrl 11” II@’ lW-” 4,‘~ II,, . (5. I3c) 
Since we have by the inequalities (5.8) 
ll(d,d.Yy+’ 4,‘u Ilo r; yk-* [l(d:d.Yy+’ 4,‘u llkmL = Yk;-, (I JnU Ijo , 
we find from the inequality (of Holder) 
valid for all positive real numbers, p. q and r, and from (5.13a, b. c) a constant 
K, such that 
,,‘(a~‘)’ + bu’ + cu, u’ -n r; KJU, II ‘mn for all II E g(S). (5.14) 
In order to prove that S - A is invertible for some A E @, we consider the 
special operator S, : = d*,‘d.G. By (5.1 I) it satisfies 
(S()u, fly: --R = (Jnu”, Jnzl :. = !: J,,u, J,$‘:. ,, = (- I)” II, S,,v,. -,I 
for all elements u and v E 9(S), hence So is self-adjoint. Since :;S,u, U, -n = 
- I/ ],u’ II: < 0, .Ss - A is invertible at least if dc A >- 0. This inverse is 
compact. for Jn& J;’ is the restriction of an operator with a compact inverse. 
Define now the continuous chain S, := (I - f) -V, + tS with t E [0, I], 
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then in a way analogous to the proofs of the inequalities (5.13) and (4.2) WC 
pro1.e the inequalit! 
II s,u - .s,u I’_,, -, 1 J - t I (C, /I u i:-,, + c, /I s,u II_,;), for all 11 F 5(S) 
where c’, and C:, are positke constants. independent of s, f E [0, I]. I!sin,g 
this inequality and the semihoundedness of S, for all 1. we find from Theo- 
rem 3.5 that S - A has a compact imerse ifd, .\ is sufficiently large. Q.E.D. 
d. By this lemma it follows that the operator Tz,, on H;“. defined b!- 
~(T+~,,):=:~~H,;“I~“EH,-“~(J,~u)(J~I) -0; 
T+;,; := T,-I( for all 1l E 9( T<y,,). 
is a well-defined semibounded operator, that TcT,, - A is invertible if 2, .\ is 
sufficiently large and that this inverse is compact, for all 6 .:, 0. It is noted 
that the coefficients (I, b and c in 7<+ are assumed to be in %,x. This operator 
satisfies an analogue of inequality (%?a): 
LErww\ 3.6. There esists (7 constant A-,, suclr that the inequality 
is satisfed.for ail UEQ( TcT ,i ), n/l l .-, 0 and all .\ ElC with Wr h N. - 17 -f + A-,+. 
Proof. By the identity. valid for I( E G+(T,t,,). 
.!I‘ .\.u’, 24 -” = $1 Jn\.u’, J,,u 4, 
= 2, s( J,,u)’ - nJ,,u. J,,rt ,, (5.16) 
= -(?I + 4) II, 24 -,, 
and by inequality (5.14) we find for all u E 5(TCT,,) with 11 u II-,, = I 
1; T*.+,,u - Au ;I-,, 1 dt ‘c((au.1’ + bu’ + CUJ + III’ - Au, 11 _,, 1 
12 + 4 + .d’. .\ - K,,E if rAc a\ .. -,, - ; + K,,c. 
Q.E.D. 
This lemma indicates that we can prove convergence of the resolvent 
(T:,, - A-t for :S’( A _, -11 - f in a way analogous to the proof of Theo- 
rem 5.2. The candidate for the limit is the resolvent (T&, - A)-‘. in which the 
operator Tl,i is defined b! 
for all 
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LEnrhr.4 5.7. If XE@ and dl .\ :.. -n - f, the operator T&, - .\ has 
a bounded inverse and it satisfies for all II E 52( Tz ,,) 
11 T;,,u - AU 11~~~ ,:‘. (tl + $ + .A@~ Aj II u II-,, . (5.17) 
Prooj-. The inequality (5.17) is a consequence of formula (5.16); it 
implies that the range of T,{,, - ,\ is closed if 2, .\ :.’ --N - 4. so T<,, - .\ 
has a bounded inverse if the null-space of its adjoint ia zero. The adjoint is 
the operator 
(T,:,J * u = - vu ’ - (2n + I ) u. II E 2(( T,;,,) ‘) = (/I E H,;” j su’ E Hi”;. 
Since the solution of the equation SU’ = Au are in Hi” if 2’t- A Y:. ---II - f, 
the null-space of (T&, - ,I)“, is zero iff .A’c A ;-‘: --II - i. Hence T,:,, - X 
has a hounded inverse if .26 X I --N - 4. Q.E.D. 
THEoREnr 5.8. If A E @ and ,#c ,\ ... -?I - 4, the reso[zvnt (Tz,, - h)-’ 
romz:erzes trong/-v (in Hi”) to (T&, - Am1 jar E + +O. 
Prooj’. In view of the Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 it only remains to verify that 
tT:t, - A-’ converges for some A with 2’6 A .-. --n - 4, so let us prove 
strong con\-ergence at the point A = 0. 
Let 11, and w, be solutions of the equation T,+U = 0 with boundary condi- 
tions r:( f I) = I and u:( k I) = *I. By Corollary 5.3 these solutions con- 
verge in I/ . II,,-norm to vO(x) : = I and e(lO(.v) : = s/l s I respectively. Since the 
functionals UC+ (Jnu) (*I) are continuous functionals on Hi”+l (and a 
fortiori on H,,O) hy the lemma of Sobolev and since by the Lemmas 5.6 and 
5.7 the null-space of T:,, is zero if 0 “: E .I n/K,, , the matrix ,lI, . 
is continuous in E and invertihle for all E E [0, n/K,,] and its inverse depends 
continuously on E on the same closed intenal. For any h E Hue and all 
E E [0, rr’k’,,] we have the identitl- 
Since ( T,lo)-l /z converges by Theorem 5.2 to (T&,-l h in II . &-norm, the 
coefficients ,xr and & are continuous in E, hence (T,f,,)-’ h converges in 11 II”- 
norm to (Tc.!)-’ fz for all /i E Hoe. Since HO0 is dense in Hi” and since ( TcT,l)-l 
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and (T&,)-l are bounded operators, ( TCT,,)m’ converges strongly to (r,‘r,,)ml 
(as operators on H;“). B!. the Neumann series argument and the preceding 
lemmas we establish con\-ergence of (r;t,, - A-’ for all .\ EC with dt .\ 
- II - ! . Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.9. The solution I~~( v; ,\) qf the generalized boundar\, r*alue 
problem 
r,+u - .\u = h. (.I,,4 ( f I ! = -3 i B. h e H,-‘. (5.18) 
converges in Hi” for each A E C with .3“ .\ --N - f and for E - +0 to the 
solution u,(s; A) of 
\.u’ - Au = Il. (/A ( + I ) = -3 i B. (5.19) 
The proof is completely analogous to that of Corollary 5.3. 
c. As often happens in differential equations, convergence in distri- 
butional sense together with regularity of the solutions leads to uniform 
convergence. If the function h is continuous, the solutions u, and u0 of (5.18) 
and (5.19) are continuous functions too. at least on each closed subset of 9. 
which does not contain zero; these solutions satisfy- 
LEMMA 5.10. If 11 E 55” and if’ n E FJ,, I’S such that 9, ,\ ::. --n - 1. therr 
the solution 11,(x, A) of (5.18) converges -for E + +O to the solution u,,(s: A) of 
(5.19) uniform/~ on the subinterzlals [p, I] and [ - I, -p] of ./ for each p 0. 
Proof. First we show that the real and imaginary parts con!-erge in some 
points (not necessarily simultaneousI\‘) bv the previous lemma, then we prove 
uniform convergence on closed subintervals of the interior of ../‘t:O: h!- a 
mnsimum principle and tinally we pro\-e uniform convergence up tn the 
boundar!-. \I’e will restrict the proof of convergence to [p,-11 since conver- 
gence on [- 1, -pJ is obtained from this b!- the reflection .v - -.v of the 
interval. 
Convergence in some points. Let /+(s) b e a family of real continuous 
functions on .X\(Oi, parametrized b!. E E [O. I] and let this farnil! converge in 
Hi” for E -+ +O. i.e., lirn,-+,, I/ pt - pu II-,< =- 0: then in every subinterval 
[a, /3] \vith 0 e.1 ,A c.: j%? (or I <:: /3 < 0) WC can tind a sequence of points 
s, E [a, /3] (x6 need not converge) such that lim,_+, / p,(&) ~ P,,(.v~)I = 0. 
If such a sequence does not exist. we can find a denumerable subset ;<A I k E NI 
of (0. I] with lim,.-, l 1. = 0 and a positive number d such that / pC,,(s) - po(.v)l 
..... d >. 0 for all .Y e [,l, /3] and k E PJ; since pC ~ p(, is continuous it cnnnnt 
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change sign on [(Y, 81. Let 4 b e a nontrivial nonnegative ET-function whose 
support is contained in [(Y, 81, then the inequalit! 
contradicts convergence in 11 . II-,,-norm. 
Cotwergence in Ihe inlerior. Let p and v be the real and imaginary parts of 
A and define the number K b!- K : = mas{ I, 2 1 v 11. Choose a positive number ,I 
with 0 < p - 3a < p < I - 2’1. On the interval [p - 2x. I] we define the 
formal differential operator i, b! 
i,u := E(Ul/ + 611’ + Eu) + Au’ := .x”-~T,-(.l-u) + KU - pu; 
clear-l!. the coefhcients h and L’ are real ‘KZ-functions on [p - SLY, I]. Define 
the real functions ~1~ and rr; b\ 
then these functions satisfy the system of equations 
i 7: < f - KC’, + C’TL’, = cf. (5.20a) 
i 7L’ - frU’ t E e - 1’2’ ( = cg. (5.2Ob) 
in whichf(s) + k(x) : = .F‘((d/d.Y) a(x) (tl/ds) + b(s) (L&iv) + C(X)) U”(Ay /4), 
f and g real. Since s-l’ E %;‘([p - 2~, I]) and since U, - u,, con\-erges to zero 
in H;“(.Y) the functions w, and rc, converge to zero in Hin([p - 20, I]) and 
since the right-hand sides of (5.20) are continuous, v, and 10, are continuous 
too on [p - 201, 11 and for all 6 1: 0. Let .r, E [p - ?a, p - a] and 
r; E [I - iy, I] be sequences of points such that v,(.r,) 4 0 and II, - 0 
for c + +O, according to what was pro\-ed above, and assume that vCZ has a 
masimum in the interior point aE E (s, 1 j;), then vC’(crC) = 0 and hv (5.20a) 
0 ‘> &+j”:d .?) q.2 1 __ .t 2, .I- LC 
= {EU(W,‘)” + l ‘:w,) )I=:( 
= (Jr - EF(“J) 7:“(aJ - 7~,(Z,) (w,(q) - Cf(Z<)) 
‘- (K - 6 1 E(z,)l - + I Y I - &) 2’,‘2(0,) - f 1 Y 1 w,yzJ - &f”(q). ,I
Since ~--E~~-~~u~-~~:~rnas(~,I~~I) by the choice of K (if E is 
sufficiently small), we find from this inequality a constant K, (depending 
on A, p, ‘1, andf, but not on C) such that 
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if r;’ has a masimum in o, . If ~3, does not ha\-e maxima in the interior of the 
interval (v L , J;)? it is bounded by its values at s, and .\; , hence we haw 
Let .?, E [p - ,I, p] and jC E [I - Z,.l, 1 - A] be sequences of points, such 
that w<(&) - 0 and rc,( -PC) ---c 0, then we can prole in esactly the same \\a>- 
Inserting (5.21 j in (5.23) we find that z(‘, tends to zero for E ---t +O uniformI!- 
on the interval [p, I - Zn] for each ,z 0 and each p .I 0. Interchanging the 
roles of r~‘< and PC, WC tind the same fact for z’, . It is clear that this part of the 
proof cannot give con\-ergencr at s = I. 
C’onzqer,fetrce up tu the boutuiut~\~. Detinr the real functions CC and .C, h!, 
Cc(.\.) + izig u) : = Z’J v) + jZC,(,V) - \.*+qzlJ 1 )+ ;z(,,( I)), 
From (5.20) WC tind the system of equnticbns 
( ie - K) .?, + c.Fi’, = q; 
(i, - K) Fi’, - I’?, = l ,“. 
where 
(5.3) 
(5.73b) 
j+ i&j :=f + ig - (z:(l) + izc,( I)) (a(fP/dv’) + b‘(+fs) + ?).I.“+“. 
j and 2 real. Now we will apply the masimum principle in a way suggested 
by [IO]. Define the formal operator i+ b! 
i,u : = <(au” + b‘zr’ + Xl) ‘- .su’. 
\\‘ith aid of the Eqs. (5.73j we can she\\ 
(i< - 2K) ($-.’ + ‘F,“) = 2ca{(2;,‘)” + (.zCc’)‘} + 2E(fCC + fZLfc) 
and this results in the inequalit!- 
(f, _ 2K) (F.2 + ‘b,‘) --E(flc2 + ‘6,‘) - <(j2 + <Q’). 
.\ssume that the function R,(x) : = .6;,‘(s) + z?,“(s) - I\‘( I - .v) with K 3~ 0 
has a positive masimum at .\i with 4 ,.: .v,. < I. then 
(f; - 3i + EI R, I,=,< ‘. 0 (if E suthciently small); 
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on the other hand we find from (5.23): 
(fE - 2~ + E) R, 
._ : --E(fi +j’) + K(2,c - 6 - c I (: I) (I - .s) + (KS - c 16‘ I), (5.24) 
which is strictly positive fur all s E [f, I] ‘t I. E is sufficiently small. \l’e conclude 
that R, cannot have positive maxima in the interior of ($, I). At .s = I we 
have R,(I) = 0 and at s = $ we find 
R,(i) = 1 .vJi) + izcJ~) - 2-d-fL(z;( 1) + izLc;( ]))I2 - 2K. 
Since v,(+) and We tend to zero the choice K = 2(~,~(1) + W,‘(I)) makes 
R,(i) negative if E is sufficiently small. \\.e conclude that R,(x) is nonpositive 
for all s E [i, l] ‘f I c is sufficiently small, hence for all Y E [+. I] we have 
1 V,(.V) + iq(.v) - .V.*+f”(@r( 1) + lk,( l))l” :..: 2( I - .V) (V,‘(I) + Zl:‘( I)). 
\\‘e see from this inequalit!, that vC”( I) + wce( 1) has to converge to zero, 
since v,~(.Y) + rc~~‘(s) converges to zero for esery s with p r< s < I, as was 
proved above. 
Now we can go back to the inequalities (5.20) and (5.21). Inserting in it 
.I; = _ E t = I Me obtain uniform convergence of vr and ~1’~ on the interval 
[P? Il. Q.E.D. 
Remark. In inequalit>- (5.24) we see that it is essential in the third part 
of the proof that the part s(d/&) of the operator TV+ (and hence also of i, 
and +,) is preceded by a plus sign, otherwise it would be impossible to get 
positivity in the right-hand side of (5.24). 
Now we are able to return to the original boundary value problem (I. I+) 
and to pro\-e uniform convergence of its solutions on the subset [-I 1 -p] u 
[p, I] of P. 
THEOREnI 5.1 I. !f ,\ E c and --.\ $ !‘:I, tke sohtion cr(.v; ,\) of tke bourdar~v 
zlalue problem 
r<+ll - hl = Il. u(kl) = C * D and II E % ‘, (5.25) 
conz’erges for E + +0 to UO(s, A) 
U,,(s; A) : = C I s 1.’ + Ds 1 .\ /a’-’ + [> h(t) (s t),’ (dt, t) 
-+ /,I 
uniform[v on [ - I, -p] u [p, I] for Q# p :- 0. 
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Proof The existence of C’J.v; X) if E I., 0 and sutliciently small is a 
consequence of Theorem 3.4. If 2’~ A .... - I the uniform convergence follows 
trivially from C’orollary 5.3 or Theorem 5.4 and the previous lemma, so it 
remains to prove the theorem in case .4’t A -I -I. Let n E I!1 be such that 
.$ ( ,I >. --)I - 4 and let tl be e\.en for convenience. Define z:(s; A) and 
zc,(s; A) as the solutions of T,+U = Au, which satisfy (/.v,) (+I) = I and 
(],,wO (h I) = (*I). Define the numbers .I,, and /3, for -A $ N by 
m-1 , -’ :=z (.I,,q-(I s l’))(l) and 13;’ : = (j,ff(.v I .Y 1 ‘-‘)j (I). 
Since /,, with II even maps even distributions onto even functions and odd 
onto odd, the distributions aiqPf(l s 1”) and /3.1Pf(.v 1s I’-‘) satisfy the same 
generalized boundary conditions as vr and ZL; respectivelv do, hence 
lim 11 %lr - -gf(l 1 VII-,, = 0 an d r-+0 
lim 11 w, e-t@ - ,3,,9f( Y I .Y I’-‘)llLr = 0 
by C’orollary 5.9; by Lemma 5.10 we then find that z; and ~1~ converge for 
c - +0 to the functions iy,, 1 s /’ and /Ikv / s I I-r respectively uniformly on 
[-I, -p] u [p, I] for each p ::. 0 and -A 4 N. The numbers a, and p,, 
cannot he zero if -A $ N, for otherwise the null-space of T,,,,i - A would be 
nonzero, which contradicts Lemma 5.6. \\‘e conclude that the family of 
matrices .\I,,, 1 
JI I.6 := ( 
e3,( I ; ,\‘) ‘I’,( - I ; A) 
z.r,( I; A) w~(-l;A)] 
and JI,,,o : =: 
depends continuously on E if E 2 0 and sufficiently small. Since .II,,,, is 
invertible if -A $ N, :\I,,,, is invertible too and AIfA~: depends continuousl! 
on e if E > 0 and sufficiently small. If 1) EY;L, the solutions u, of (5.18) and 
CT, of (5.3) are related by the identity 
(5.26) 
in which ‘(:j denotes the transposed vector. Clearly the uniform convergence 
ofU,toUeon [-I. -p] U [p, I] implies 
lini sup I C:(s; A) - C7s(s; A)1 = 0 
c-+0 o..:\r(.,l 
for each p 3‘. 0 and each ,\ EC with --A ti N. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If ,\ = --m, ttt E P.I and m *< n. the solution 11, of (5. IX) con- 
verges uniformly on [ - I. -p] u [b’, I] for E - +0, but the transition (5.16) 
of the generalized houndar! conditions II - (J,,u) ( 5 I ) to the ordinary- 
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boundary conditions UH u(+l) does not depend continuously on c in this 
case, since the matrix ;\I-,,,,, is singular, cf. formula 5.7b. \Ve see that this 
fact agrees with the result of Section 4 on the limits of the eigenvalues of 
Co 
f. \Ve pass to the boundary value prohlem (I .I-) by duality. The 
operator T<T~, 
T;l,, : == s,Ic for all u E g(T,,,) := (u E 14”’ 1 U”E H,,“b u( *I) = O’:, 
differs little from the adjoint TcT,r of T,+. namel! 
TcIou = Tz,*u + Zebu’ + ~b’u + u for all u E D( Tcy,J. 
In Corollary 4.5 we prov-ed that T;;,, - A is invertible for all A E C if -A $ N, 
and if E is sufficiently small. From Theorem 5.1 I we know that the solution 
of the adjoint equation (T;;: - x)u = II with u E P( T<:i) converges to 
j; ,z, h(f) (x,lt)~-1 (d t/t ’ ) uniformly on [- I 3 -p] u [p, I] for each h E $9 
and each p > 0. This means that for eachfE Ho”, whose support is contained 
in [-I, -p] u [p, I] for some p > 0. we have the weak convergence 
for each h E $9. if -A $ No . Iff itself is continuously differentiable we can 
copy literally the first two parts of the proof of Lemma 5.10 and prove that 
( Tcyo - A)-’ f converges for E + +O to - Jif(t) (i/s)” (dt/t) uniformly on 
[-I + p, -p] u [p, I - p] for positive p (0 < p < f). As we remarked 
previously, it is not possible to prove convergence up to the boundary in this 
case since the part x(d/d.x) in T<- is preceded by a minus sign. So we find the 
result: 
THEOREM 5.12. If f E W and if its support is contained in [ - I, -p] u [p, I ] 
for some p >O, if AE@ and --AeN”, then the solution u, of the boundary 
valw problem 
rc-u - Au = f, u(+ I) = .4. ~(-1) = B, 
conveqes for c - +O to - Jf f (t) (t/x)” (dt/t) unijormly on [-I + iy, -.q u 
[a, I - a] for all positiwe a. (0 < OL < f). 
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Proof. Let 3 br a %-r-function, whose support is contained in [$. I] 
satisfying a( I ) = I, then the function .z; . 
.z.,(.\.; ,\) : = ut(.\‘; ,\) ~ .I:( \) - Bq -.v). 
satisfies the equation (T,- - .\I .z; =f - (TV - A) (.-lz(s) + Bs(-x)) togethcl 
with homogeneous boundary conditions; hence, b\- what is said above, 19~ 
converges for l + +0 to 
+ .-I+) - Bc(-.\) 
uniformly on [- I + .2., -A] U [,I. I ~ ,I] for each small positive 1. C2.IC.D. 
Remarks. (I) B!- usual boundary In!-er techniques \je can construct 
boundary la!-ers of width P(C) at s = f I and tind an approximation which is 
uniformlv valid up to the boundari-. 
(Zj If :%<- A ‘:.‘ 0 the restriction on the support off is unnecessay and 
the approsimation is uniform on [- I + ,I, I - ,I] (cf. [4, Sect. 61) in which 
the analogous problem for elliptic partial differential equations is treated. 
(3) It is not clear whether (T,;,, - .\)-If comerges for E - +O it’ the 
support off contains the point s = 0 and if d. .\ s. 0. 
In this paper we presented a proof of con\-ergence of the solutions of the 
boundary \-alue problems (I. I +j to definite solutions of the reduced equation 
for (almost) all A EC. The techniques are designed especially for those 
A E C whose real parts are smaller than or equal to the largest eigenvalue of 
the problem. In case 9, h is larger than the largest rigenvalue we can give 
a much simpler proof than the one given here (cf. [4]). The proof presented 
here is much more involved since it had to owrcome the additional difticulties 
caused by the spectral properties of the operators T<T, and T&-, and the fact 
that the spectra ditler so much. The spectra of Tc7, are for each E ‘. 0 
discrete sets of points and the limit sets for E + +0 are discrete too. whereas 
the spectra of 7’$, are the sets {,\ E if 1 .A’. ,\ . . . . +fi. In other words, the 
operators T<f,, - a \ are invertible for almost all ,\ CC, while T& are rrot 
invertible to the left of the lines 9, ;\ = f$. Furthermore it is a well-kno\sn 
fact that proofs of convergence and regularity of solutions of (elliptic) dif- 
ferential equatinne in the half-plane in which the spectrum is located are much 
harder. 
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The proofs presented here for second order ordinar!- differential equa- 
tions can be generalized with little more effort to elliptic singular perturba- 
tion problems in partial differential equations, in which the elliptic operator 
degenerates for l 4 +O to a first order operator with critical points (cf. [-I]). 
.\:olr added in proof. .\Fter finishing this paper \re ohtalned new results on the 
usylptotics of the prohlems (I.1 i) and their genernlizntiond to elliptic problems in 
two dtmensions, which will he published in [I I]. In addition to Theorem 5.1 I \re tind 
the estimate For c - +O 
provided JI A -,I + #, -h $ p.J and ,I E /‘!A. (c-f. [I I, Theorem 3. I?]). In addition 
to Thrown 5, II we have the estimate for E - +0 
provided Rd I ‘:, -,I + i , -A $ LJ, and )I E r’J ICF. [I I. Theorem 3.191). 
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